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EUCs today 
& the OCC

End-user-computing (EUC) applications

are a way of life in enterprises globally. 

 Types of EUCs vary, but a majority of

them, perhaps upwards of 80-90% are

based in Microsoft Excel.  They

represent the users’ desire and

ingenuity to get things done in the face

of short-term and often constantly

changing business needs.

Large ERP and other enterprise

applications are very difficult to modify

in response to these changing

requirements – hence the growth and

proliferation of EUCs.  In some

industries, this is an IT annoyance, in

others it represents a material risk to

the business operation.  That is

especially the case in banking and

financial services.

The Office of Comptroller of the

Currency (OCC) recently imposed civil

penalties of $400M and $250M

respectively two of the top five banks.

These were two of five sanctions

issued in the second half of 2020.   

“For several years, the Bank
has failed to implement and
maintain an enterprise-wide

risk management and
compliance risk management

program, internal controls,
or a data governance

program commensurate with
the Bank’s size, complexity,

and risk profile.”
 

-The OCC
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It’s a Massive
Problem

What it means is that banks have

massive numbers of EUCs and

inadequate controls around them.  The

number of EUCs in a large banking

institution could easily be 30,000 -

60,000 or more. 

With increasing regulatory scrutiny

and tighter compliance measures

globally, banks are scrambling to meet

these new demands.

“… maximize straight-
through processing and

minimize manual inputting
and adjustments ... 

…and implement a” EUC
Tools Framework that shall,

at a minimum, include: an
action plan to reduce EUC

tools required to achieve and
maintain complete, timely,
and accurate regulatory,

management, and risk
reporting during normal
times and during times of

stress…” 
 

-OCC Order #2020-056

Banks are in a difficult spot because they

are invested in control frameworks that

operate at the file-level with little data

governance visibility and control over the

EUCs. Although they maintain flexibility and

cause minimal disruption to user operations,

EUCs within this type of framework are

subjecting the bank to unacceptable risk for

many business processes. 

In the face of an increasingly tougher

regulatory environment globally, how do

financial institutions eliminate or sufficiently

mitigate EUC risk? 

Banks today have two paths:

1.) Manage EUC risk with “controls

frameworks” that manage access and

security around EUC files; and/or 

2). Replace EUCs by re-writing and re-

platforming them as web applications

thereby eliminating the EUC risk

altogether. 



Banks have typically spent much of the effort

trying to control EUC risk because re-writing an

EUC is incredibly disruptive to the business and

expensive to implement. 

However, that balance will now need to shift as

the OCC and other regulatory authorities around

the world are requiring more stringent data

governance programs to further reduce EUC risk

and reduce the number of EUCs.

Rewriting the EUC requires understanding the business user requirements for

that process. 

A single EUC might have 1000 lines of macro code. That code has to be

unraveled and then replaced.

Either a data model and design has to be implemented to store the EUC data or

a workflow tool is used to manage the files and access to them. 

The app has to be configured and ETL mechanisms set up for the data sources

that are inputs to the EUC process. 

At the other end of the spectrum, re-writing EUCs is a daunting job. Even with

today’s low-code application tools, this is a significant re-platforming effort

along several dimensions. 

There is now a third, more effective approach to EUC risk mitigation. But first,

exploring an EUC in more detail will provide more context.

A single EUC might have 1000 lines of macro code.

Current Approaches to
EUC Transformation

Must Trade-off Level of
Risk against Cost,

Transformation Time &
User Impact
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Source data in files, reports, spreadsheets, emails – these are often

loaded manually into an intermediary space for manipulation and

reconciliation by a “maker”. This often involves a lot of cutting and pasting

- and lots of room for error.

An Excel macro is used to process the input data and produce outputs in

spreadsheets that contain the desired adjustments. 

The spreadsheets are then checked and approved by the “checker”, and

the output files or feeds are generated to be pushed to the target system

for adjustment, update and reporting. 

Anatomy of an EUC
There are many types of EUCs in banking and financial services.  Here is one

example that is typical.  The overarching theme is the manual manipulation of data

to make adjustments to that information so that it can be passed to a receiving

system in need of that update. It is done using a “maker/checker” model to help

ensure accuracy and security. 

Typical components are:
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The main objection to this EUC from a security and risk standpoint is

“data-at-rest” on the user’s desktop. This increases the risk of the EUC

substantially in the eyes of the IT organization (and the OCC). Although

this process can be implemented with file sharing and file-level checks

and balances, it is not secure enough and doesn't meet regulatory

compliance guidelines for data governance.

Imagine having 20,000 Excel-based EUCs that need to be
re-written on a new platform. Integration, unraveling
macro code, database design, UI development. It will

take a lot of people a very long time.

THIS IS WHERE 
BOARDWALKTECH COMES IN...
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Boardwalktech has developed a patented low-code application platform (LCAP)

that revolutionizes EUC digital transformation for Excel and MS Access-based

EUCs. The platform:

Dynamically “absorbs” the EUC data and formula into the "Boardwalk
Digital Ledger" datastore

Transforms the EUC to a secure, compliant application without re-
platforming while preserving the Excel user experience 

Secures the app using Excel "browser mode" eliminating the risk 
 associated with “data-at-rest” on the desktop 

Transforms the EUC to an IT “tech managed” application with a software
development lifecycle process (SDLC) 

Boardwalktech's Breakthrough

Boardwalktech LCAP is specifically designed to solve  80-90%
of the EUC problem that exposes banks to compliance risk

No database design is required; no UI development; macro
can stay intact; low impact on the user.
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This unique approach to mitigating EUC risk not only elevates process

controls but actually transforms the EUC to an IT tech-managed

application while preserving operational flexibility - the need for which

produced the EUCs in the first place.

The transformation can be done at scale, without
re-platforming, and at a fraction of the time and

cost compared to traditional
re-platforming approaches



Boardwalktech LCAP is able to “absorb”

EUC files and Excel models without data

modeling or programming. This both

preserves the flexibility of the application

and speeds the EUC transformation

deployment process. Users can then access

the transformed digital app through an Excel

browser that preserves the existing process

models and intellectual property. 

Upon transformation with Boardwalktech

LCAP, Excel now becomes a user-

downloadable, controlled, role-based

application that acts no differently than a

web browser. It is enhanced with Excel’s

powerful application features available in

the browser when in use. Upon close, the

file is deleted, and the data is wiped clean

on the desktop with it. 

No saving, no copy-paste, no sharing the

data. The “single version of the truth”

for the data is kept securely on the

Boardwalk Digital Ledger server.

How it Works

Boardwalktech LCAP data

management layer is a software

abstraction that captures EUC data at

the element, or cell level and stores it

in a specially designed relational

database. This "digital ledger" stores

and versions all changes made with a

transaction ID and timestamp. This

provides granular, powerful

verification and audit capabilities

out-of-the-box, well exceeding

what’s available in today’s file-level

controls frameworks. 

And with Boardwalktech LCAP,

most EUCs can be transformed in

1.5 – 3 weeks depending on the

level of complexity.

The Boardwalktech Low-code
Application Platform is able to
“absorb” EUC files and Excel

models without data modeling –
this is a major breakthrough 

Most Excel EUCS can be
transformed in less than

3 weeks 
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Once transformed with Boardwalktech LCAP, the Boardwalk Digital Ledger
datastore is now capturing data that was previously inaccessible from the files
and emails where it is typically housed; and this provides a new data source for
data governance and analytics.

Data Governance and
Analytics with Boardwalktech

Boardwalktech LCAP offers EUC transformation,
rationalization, and ongoing data governance through its

patented digital ledger technology

Processes can be monitored and tracked in-flight to ensure
security and compliance and can be audited by accessing the
Boardwalk Digital Ledger data for that application.

Analytics can also be run across the data from multiple Boardwalk
Digital Apps to identify non-compliant personally identifiable
information (PII) or other types of data risk.

Boardwalk dashboards can be set up to monitor the risk and
control the operations of the digital apps, or Boardwalk’s data
can be accessed through APIs.
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Summary of BoardwalkTech
LCAP Benefits

Transforms Excel-based EUCs - eliminating

80-90% of the problem 

Rapidly meets regulatory/compliance EUC

risk targets without re-platforming

>50% advantage in time and cost  compared

to general LCAP offerings 

Meets the users where and how they
work delivering high user adoption and
low process impact

Provides EUC data visibility, compliance, and

governance where none exists today

Gains up to 70% in process efficiency

improvements

80-90%

of the

problem

Reach out to info@boardwalktech.com to learn more.
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